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Hierarchical representations�
Evolutionary tree



Hierarchical representations�
Language tree



Hierarchical representations�
Visual taxonomies
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Hierarchical clustering/representations�
Motivation

• Shorter search time

• More intuitive relationships between groups of data points

• More structure in the representation, varying degrees of similarity

• Easier and nicer to visualize

•  recover underlying structure: we believe that the data has an 
underlying tree structure

• visualise data: understand relationship among data itemssummarize 
data: a way to partition data into different (possibly unrelated) 
groups 
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Hierarchical clustering�
Different approaches

• Traditional agglomerative clustering [Duda & Hart 1973].

• Probabilistic agglomerative clustering [Friedman 2003, Heller & Ghahramani 2005].�


• Tree-structured probabilistic models [Williams 2000, Neal 2001, Teh et al. 2008].

‣  To model uncertainty over trees, use a distribution over trees:



• Use a tree-structured graphical model as the data generating process 
• Define a prior and compute the posterior over trees 
‣ Use Kingman’s coalescent as the prior.

• A hierarchical representation rather than flat clusters. 
• Admits efficient and (relatively) easily implementable inference algorithms. 
•  Inherits the advantages of Bayesian approaches: 
‣ Notion of uncertainty over tree structures. 
‣ Meaningful branch lengths. 
‣ Well-defined objective function. 
‣ Deals with missing data.

•  Infinitely exchangeable: coherent predictive semantics.  

Bayesian hierarchical clustering�
Motivation
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Bayesian hierarchical clustering:�
Tree-structured likelihood & Prior over trees

• The likelihood               is a simple Markov process defined on the tree 
that evolves forward in time. 

• We assume the prior distribution over latent trees to be defined by 
Kingman’s coalescent.  “Coalescent” because it’s defined going 
backwards in time. 
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Kingman’s coalescent�
A model of populations

•  It is assumed that each individual has exactly one parent (haploid).
‣  Thus, the genealogy of a population of individuals is a tree.

• Kingman’s coalescent is a distribution over genealogical trees of the 
population.

•  It can be obtained as the infinite limit of the Wright-Fisher model from 
population genetics.
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Kingman’s coalescent:�
Can be obtained as a limit of the Wright-Fisher model

• Haploid organisms. 
• Non-overlapping generations.
• Each generation has N 

individuals.
• Measure time between 

generations as
• Each individual chooses a parent 

uniformly randomly from the 
previous generation. 

• Trace back ancestors of a subset 
of individuals in the current 
population. 

time (generations/N) 0



Population of size N 



Non-overlapping generations of the same size, 

N

-0/N-1/N



Non-overlapping generations of the same size, 

N

-0/N-1/N-2/N



Non-overlapping generations of the same size, 



Each individual chooses a parent uniformly from the previous generation 



Each individual chooses a parent uniformly from the previous generation 



This goes on to   



-1/N-2/N-3/N-4/N-5/N

Each individual chooses a parent uniformly from the previous generation 



Each pair of individuals coalesce wp 1/N during each time interval of length 1/N. 



Trace back lineage of a subset: all have one common ancestor  



Infinite population size,               generations in continuous time
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Kingman’s coalescent�
A model of populations

• Kingman’s coalescent is a distribution over genealogical trees of the 
population.

•  It is assumed that each individual has exactly one parent (haploid).
‣  Thus, the genealogy of a population of individuals is a tree.

• Nodes represent common ancestors, 
• Each branch represents multiple generations.
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Kingman’s coalescent�
Properties

• Coalescent times are independent from the tree structure.
• Distribution over tree structures is simply uniform. 
• Self-similar properties:

• Self-similar property II + permutation invariance leads to infinite 
exchangeability. 
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Kingman’s coalescent�
Samples from the prior

tim
e

tim
e

tim
e
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Kingman’s coalescent�
Tree generation by sampling a time for every pair

• Every pair coalesces at a time
• The pair with the shortest time coalesces.
• Remove coalesced pair and add their parent.
• Sample coalescent times between new parent and remaining nodes.
• Repeat until everyone is merged. 
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Kingman’s coalescent�
Tree generation using order statistics

• Pick a coalescence time form                                  . 
• Pick a pair uniformly at random.
• Remove coalesced pair and add their parent.
• Repeat until everyone is merged. 
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Infinite population size,               generations in continuous time



Individuals may be of different types



Each child is a duplicate of the parent



Each child is a duplicate of the parent OR has mutation



Each child is a duplicate of the parent OR has mutation



Each child is a duplicate of the parent OR has mutation



Mutations lead to variability in a lineage
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Data generation�
Teasing apart tree generation and the node types

• Generate a coalescent tree, starting with n leaves at          .
• Pick the type of the root node (MRCA) from the equilibrium distribution.
• Drop mutations along the branches of the tree.
• Observations are the types of the leaf nodes.

time  0 time  0
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Data generation

• Tree-structured likelihood.
• Generate: 
‣  the genealogical tree, 
‣  details and positions of the mutation events along the branches

• Observations are the types of the leaf nodes.
• The coalescent approach allows teasing apart the genealogy and 

mutation processes:
‣  Simulate the tree backwards in time,
‣  Simulate the data forwards in time conditioned on the tree. 
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Tree-structured likelihood�
Markov mutation process down the tree

• The likelihood                is a Markov process defined on the tree that 
evolves forward in time. For a given tree
‣  Choose points along the branches at Poisson time intervals.
‣  Mutate at these points according to the Markov transition kernel.
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Markov mutation process down the tree�
Poisson mutation

• Place a Poisson process with uniform rate        on the tree 
• At each spike, draw

• Each mutation leads to a unique allele
• The marginal distribution induced on leaves has CRP partition structure.
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Markov mutation process down the tree�
Multinomial mutation

• Each point on the tree is associated with a multinomial vector.
• Each multinomial evolves independently in a stationary Markov process.

AAAGGTCGTA

AAAGTTCGTA

AAAGTTAGTA

AAAGTTAATA

TAAGGTCGTA

AAACGTCGTA

AAAGTTAATA

AAACGTCGTA

TAAGGTCGTA

AAACGTCGTA

AAACGTCGTA
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Markov mutation process down the tree�
Stepwise mutation

• Each mutation increases or decreases the count on a site. 

10.8.4.6

10.9.4.6
10.9.5.6

10.8.5.6

10.8.5.6

10.9.5.6

10.8.5.6

10.8.5.6

10.9.5.6

10.8.5.6

10.8.5.6
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Markov mutation process down the tree�
Brownian motion

• Each branch evolves independently according to Brownian motion.
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Data generation: Forward sampling�
Split and mutation events
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Inference: Backward reconstruction�
Representing all internal states
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Inference: Backward reconstruction�
Integrating out mutations

48
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Latent variables, coalescent times etc. 



Likelihood calculation

• Joint probability over the latent variables        and the observations   :�
�
�
�
�
�
                �
�
                                      : Markov transition kernel�
                �
                             : equilibrium distribution of the Markov process
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Posterior inference

• A tree-structured graphical model for

• Kingman’s coalescent as the prior 

• Sequential Monte Carlo inference
‣  ith term can be seen as the “local posterior” 
‣ Use this to propose pairs of nodes to merge, and a merge time.
‣ Correct for the discrepancy using weights. 



Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC)�
Sequential + IS + resampling

•  Importance sampling
‣ Distribution of interest P is hard to sample from.
‣  Sample from a proposal distribution Q, correct by using importance 

weights. 
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Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC)�
Sequential + IS + resampling

• Sequential importance sampling
‣  Proposal distribution is constructed sequentially,
‣  So are the importance weights. 
‣  Since sequential, gathers more information over iterations. Some early 

samples may not be as representative as in earlier iterations. 
-  Sample degeneracy.
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Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC)�
Sequential + IS + resampling

• SMC starts off as sequential importance sampling
• Recovers from particle degeneracy by resampling.
‣  i.e. prune out samples that are not representative  
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Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC)�
Sequential + IS + resampling

• SMC starts off as sequential importance sampling
• Recovers from particle degeneracy by resampling.
‣  i.e. prune out samples that are not representative  
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• At each iteration
‣  Sample a coalescent time from the prior.
‣  For all pairs: Compute (unnormalized) probability to coalesce using�

                                                         

‣ Choose which  pair to coalesce.

‣ Merge that pair into a new point, remove merging points from 
representation.

‣ Compute SMC weights                                                     .
‣ Resample particles if weights diverge. 
‣  If more than one point left, repeat.

Sequential Monte Carlo inference�
PriorPost (Slatkin 2000, Teh, Daume and Roy 2008)



• At each iteration
‣  For all pairs: Compute (unnormalized) probability to coalesce using�

                                                         

‣ Choose which  pair to coalesce.
‣  Sample the coalescence time for that pair from�

                                                                 

‣ Merge that pair into a new point, remove merging points from 
representation.

‣ Compute SMC weights                                                                                   .
‣ Resample particles if weights diverge. 
‣  If more than one point left, repeat.

Sequential Monte Carlo inference�
PostPost (Teh, Daume, Roy 2008)

.

.
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• Key idea: Do computations of only a subset of pairs. 

• Random Span:
‣ Do computations for a random subset of the data (Slatkin, 2000).

• Use similarity information:
‣ Do computations for the most similar points only. �
�


•  Intuition: 
‣ More similar points coalesce earlier.  
‣ Use distance between messages to represent the similarity of pairs.

Scalable sequential Monte Carlo inference�
Using similarity information



Scalable sequential Monte Carlo



Scalable sequential Monte Carlo



Scalable sequential Monte Carlo



Scalable sequential Monte Carlo



Scalable sequential Monte Carlo



Scalable sequential Monte Carlo



Scalable sequential Monte Carlo



Scalable sequential Monte Carlo



• We form the priority queue using fast k-NN search. 
‣  Need to be fast in search and fast in inserting/deleting data points. 
‣  Can use e.g. kd-trees and cover trees. 

• At each iteration two nodes merge into a parent node.
‣ Remove all pairings with the merging nodes form the queue. 
‣ Remove merging pairs from the NN structure. 
‣  Include the new parent in the NN structure.
‣  Search for k-NN of the parent node within all other nodes. 

•  Include the neighbors in the sorted priority queue. 

Scalable sequential Monte Carlo�
Priority queue
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• Maintain a priority queue of pairs according to distance.
• At each iteration
‣  For first R pairs: Compute (unnormalized) probability                .  
‣  Set the probability of the rest of the pairs by some constant > 0.
‣  Sample a pair to coalesce.
‣  Sample the coalescence time for that pair.
‣ Remove merging points from representation.
‣  Include new ancestor in the representation. 
‣ Update priority queue. 
‣ Compute SMC weights.
‣ Resample particles if weights diverge. 
‣  If more than one point left, repeat.

Scalable sequential Monte Carlo inference�
Using similarity information



• Maintain a priority queue of pairs according to distance.
• At each iteration
‣  For first R pairs: Compute (unnormalized) probability                .  
‣  Set the probability of the rest of the pairs by some constant > 0.
‣ Pick the pair with maximum probability to coalesce.
‣  Set the coalescence time for that pair to mean of the distribution.
‣ Remove merging points from representation.
‣  Include new ancestor in the representation. 
‣ Update priority queue. 
‣ Compute SMC weights.
‣ Resample particles if weights diverge. 
‣  If more than one point left, repeat.

Greedy Algorithm�
Using similarity information
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Scalable sequential Monte Carlo�
Run time details

• Overall worst case running time:�
�
�
�
Per particle, per iteration:

• Cost of computing      for one pair: C
• Remove/include coalescing pair/new parent in the kd-tree:
• k-NN search for the new parent: 
• Rebuild kd-trees to rebalance:�
�
�
PostPost running time:�
�
SMC1 running time: 
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Computational Complexity Comparison
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Kingman’s Coalescent�
vs�

Alternatives



Real-valued data: MNIST�
Quality of the learned hierarchy

Y. W. Teh, H. Daume III, D. Roy



Binary data: SPAMBASE�
Quality of the learned hierarchy



Binary data: world languages�
Quality of the learned hierarchy

BHC

BHC

Coalescent

Coalescent



World languages data�
Missing data completion

accuracy

% data used





Learning Visual Taxonomies



•  Images from 200 bird categories
• 3000 training, 3033 test images
• MechanicalTurk annotations of images, with confidence level�
�


Learning visual taxonomies�
Data set and task description



•  Images from 200 bird categories
• 3000 training, 3033 test images
• MechanicalTurk annotations of images, with confidence level�
�


• Learn a visual taxonomy of bird categories.
• May use the taxonomy for 
‣  Fast search through the data.
‣  Summarize and visualize the data.
‣  Learn super-categories. 
‣  Learn shared features among categories. 
‣  Transfer knowledge to learn novel categories using few examples.
‣ Annotate images.�


Learning visual taxonomies�
Data set and task description
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Is the bill cone shaped? Yes, probably.
Is the bill needle shaped? No, definitely.
Is the bill hooked? No, definitely.

Data collection and pre-processing

Binarize:
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Is the underparts black? Yes, definitely.
Is the underparts yellow? Yes, definitely.
Is the underparts red? No, definitely.

Binarize:
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Data collection and pre-processing �
Example (un)certainty levels

About five annotators per image 
attribute pair
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Data collection and pre-processing

• Binarized attributes
• P(x): weighted sum of votes by certainty level (weights = [1,0.5,0.1]).
• This matches the coalescent model very well because we can easily 

represent the uncertainty using “messages” in belief propagation.
• Use MechanicalTurk annotations to build the tree.
• Use the tree to learn a representation of image features (e.g. SIFT, HOG, 

color etc.).
• Use a discriminative classifier (SVM) on image features for one-shot 

learning. 
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Using DNA Morphology for 
Differentiation Clustering



Cell-cycle phase and differentiation clustering�
Data and task description

 
 

Preprocessing 

 
 

Automatic Seeding 

 
 

Segmentation 

 
Original Image 



Cell-cycle phase and differentiation clustering�
Pre-processing details

Segmented Image Visualization 

Feature Selection 
Clustering 



Cell-cycle phase and differentiation clustering�
Results





Cell-cycle phase and differentiation clustering�
Conclusions and future work

• The clustering obtained successfully distinguished different cell cycle 
phases and known differentiation states. 

• We discovered a differentiation border using cell images.  
• Do the features stay the same for different experimental conditions?
• Feature selection directly on the model: what visual features determine 

the cell cycle, which ones determine the level of differentiation
• Can we discover new differentiation states that biologists are not aware 

of so far?
• To do:
• Applying the same procedure to more data sets.
• Applying the same procedure on the wild type data.

w\  O. Cinquin, P. Huang, M. Chiang, K. Heinz, M. Welling



Comparing to Algorithms in 
Population Genetics



• Mitochondrial minisequences.
• Short tandem repeat loci (STR) alleles, i.e. Multiply repeated short DNA 

sequence motif.
• Data is assumed to come form a stepwise mutation model: increment 

or decrement repeat count by one.�


Population genetics�
Data and task description

• We want to learn the mutation rate by approximating the marginal 
likelihood function (using finite resources).

• Several different approximate inference algorithms have been proposed. 
We compare efficiency of our algorithm to alternatives.

• State of the art SMC algorithm is by Stephens & Donnelly (2000). 
‣  They represent all mutation and coalescent events, don’t represent time. 

• An alternative SMC approach is by Slatkin (2002).
‣  Similar representation to ours, but less accurate proposal.

w\  Y. W. Teh, Xiaohui Xie



Population genetics�
Approximate marginal likelihood as a Monte Carlo sum
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Population genetics�
Likelihood function approximation: single locus

mutation rate

likelihood

P (X |µ)

µ
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Likelihood function approximation: single locus
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Population genetics�
Likelihood function approximation: single locus

mutation rate

likelihood

P (X |µ)

µ



• The key differences in alternative approaches:
‣  Stephens & Donnely: the state space being represented. 

-  We integrate out mutations, they represent it. They integrate out time.
‣  Slatkin: construction of the proposal distribution. 

-  They consider only the discrete case, but we can handle both discrete 
and continuous data (using belief propagation). 

-  We propose both time and pairs from a local posterior, whereas they 
propose time form the prior. 

• Our inference  algorithm is more efficient than the alternatives in 
population genetics literature.

• We need less number of particles but ours is more costly per iteration.
• The difference in efficiency gets more pronounced for high dimensional 

data, higher mutation rates and more correlated data points. 

Population Genetics�
Conclusions

w\  Y. W. Teh, X. Xie

Discuss findings




Comparing the newer Scalable 
Algorithm to Others



Comparing algorithm efficiency �
SMC1 (Gorur, Teh 2008) vs PostPost (Teh et. al. 2007)

SMC1

SMC1

PostPost

PostPost
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• Spambase D = 54, Mushroom D = 22, Birds D = 288
• Theoretical run times are verified by the experiments. 
• PostPost may be faster for small n, but the poor scaling is apparent. 

Experiments�
CPU time comparison, varying data set size
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Experiments�
Performance comparison, varying particle number

• Spambase N = 256, Mushroom N = 128, Birds N = 375
• A single particle from SMC1 is generally a more representative sample, 

but it takes a long time to compute. 
• Given the same amount of compute time, SMCnn achieves similar or 

better performance. 
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Experiments�
Performance comparison, varying particle number

SMC1 M=4, 2.5 hrs

SMC1 M=50, 30 hrs
PostPost M=4, 2.5 hrs

SMCnn M=4, 0.5 hrs

SMCnn M=100, 4 hrs

SMCnn M=1000, 47 hrs
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Experiments�
Performance comparison, varying particle number

SMC1 M=4, 29 min
SMC1 M=100, 11 hrs

SMCnn M=4, 46 sec

SMCnn M=50,9 min
SMCnn M=1000,  3 hrs
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Experiments�
Performance comparison, varying particle number

PostPost M = 4, 4 hrs

SMCnn M=4, 7 min

SMCnn M=500, 11 hrs

SMC1 M=4, 3 hrs
SMC1 M=50, 16 hrs

SMCnn M=1000, hrs



Performance of the new Greedy Algorithm
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Dilan Görür, Levi Boyles, Max Welling
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Figure 3: The run time of several algorithms as n increases on Birds (left), SpamBase (center) and Mushroom
(right) datasets. Solid lines are linear interpolation of the actual running times, and dashed lines are theoretical
running times. All algorithms were run with four particles, resampling when e↵ective sample size falls below
two. R was chosen to ensure same level of performance for SMCnn as the other algorithms. For the birds dataset
this caused a deviation from the n log n running time (dashed red line) as we needed to increase R with n.

ered, the approximated evidence did not change much
for the range of larger M values we considered on a
limited CPU time. However, as both algorithms are
correct SMC samplers, their samples would converge
in the limit of large number of particles. For these ex-
periments, we used both L1 and Euclidian distances
to assess the sensitivity of SMCnn to the di↵erent dis-
tances used for retrieving the nearest neighbors. The
results suggest that for the datasets we considered,
both distances performed equally well.

Sample paths and e↵ect of resampling

SMCnn can highly benefit from resampling. This is not
always the case for SMC1 as the partial weights are
less informative of the quality of the samples. This is
due to the fact that SMC1 defers computing the con-
tribution of a pair on the partial weights until it gets
removed from the representation (either as a result of
coalescing or losing one of the partners) to save compu-
tation time.3 Sample paths shown in Figure 5 clearly
demonstrate this. On the Birds data, SMC1 looks worse
than most of the runs for SMCnn until the last few itera-
tions. On SpamBase and Mushroom data, SMC1 starts
promisingly, but fails to achieve the same level of per-
formance as SMCnn. We tried runs of SMC1 both with
and without resampling and got very similar results.

Performance of GreedyNN

To evaluate GreedyNN we compare the joint probability
of the data and the trees from the di↵erent algorithms.
We applied GreedyNN and SMCnn on all 6033 points of
Birds200 with R = 500,K = 25. The average log joint
probability of SMCnn with 20 particles was �2.19⇥105,
and it took 116 hours. GreedyNN resulted in a tree
with log joint probability of �1.79 ⇥ 105 in 3 hours.
Thus, in this case, it seems GreedyNN is preferable and
more particles will be necessary to cover the posterior
space. A sample tree from SMCnn and some subtrees
are depicted in Figure 1. We do not report results

3
This shortcoming of SMC1 can be circumvented by in-

cluding the contribution of every pair in the weights, but

this will increase the cost to scale cubically.

� log P (X, ⇡) CPU time (min)

GreedyRate1 11274 4.7
GreedyNN 11291 1.3
SMCnn, M=5 13565 8.1
SMCnn, M=25 11513 37.7
SMCnn, M=50 11262 74.9
SMCnn, M=100 11078 136.9

Table 2: Negative log joint probability and the CPU time

in minutes for the greedy algorithms and SMCnn with R =

100 and various values of M on the same n = 375 subset

of Birds200.

of other algorithms on this dataset size as they would
take months of CPU time.

GreedyNN finds a tree that gives a higher joint prob-
ability than SMCnn with few particles. However, the
performance of the SMC algorithm gets better as we
increase the number of particles, as expected. The re-
sults on the subset of Birds200 dataset with n = 375 is
summarized in Table 2. For GreedyNN and SMCnn we
used R = 100, K = 20. The run time of GreedyRate1
is three times that of GreedyNN [2] for this moderate
size example and its joint probability is comparable.
On 256 examples of SpamBase, the joint probability
achieved (and CPU time used) by GreedyRate1 and
GreedyNN were 8931 (84 sec) and 5778 (49 sec), re-
spectively.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a significantly faster SMC algorithm
and its greedy counterpart for generating posterior
samples from Kingman’s coalescent model. The al-
gorithms make use of standard NN data structures to
avoid most of the expensive calculations used to for-
mulate a proposal distribution, resulting in orders of
magnitude speed up.

The speed of NN algorithms may depend on dataset
properties, which could be a problem in applying the
algorithm in practice. Our experimental results show
that this is not a major issue in practice for the
datasets of various dimensions that we tried our model
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Conclusions and future work

• Kingman’s coalescent
‣  Prominent in population genetics
‣  Applicable to problems in machine learning

•  Inference techniques
‣ MCMC
‣  IS / SMC: different state space representations

-  Integrate out times, represent mutation and coalescent events. 
-  Integrate out mutations, represent times and coalescent events. 

‣ MCMC + SMC -> Particle MCMC (w\ Y. Chen, X. Xie)
• Applications
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Thank You!


